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MAKING ESG A PRIORITY
At Eichholtz we believe that sustainability requires long-term
commitment and constant nurturing.
ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) has been important to us since our
founder, Theo Eichholtz, observed that the quality and timelessness of antiques
meant they were reused for generations. But embracing ESG is a significant
challenge. We believe that change must be pragmatic to be achievable. We also
believe that, once we make the change, our improvements will cascade throughout
our supply chain, and influence the industry to change too. Outlined below are the
six priority areas identified for the short- to mid-term as part of our ESG journey.
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CHANGE MUST BE PRAGMATIC TO BE ACHIEVABLE
We believe in pragmatic change and are setting tangible and achievable

WE CAN BE A GUIDING LIGHT FOR THE INDUSTRY

goals for ourselves. ESG is now incorporated into our recruitment and

We are publishing this report to demonstrate our commitment to our

purchasing, working its way through our company’s culture and embodied

ESG goals and encourage others in our industry to embrace ESG values.

in new sustainable packaging.

The journey to sustainability is tough, and it is important to be honest about
this. It is only by tackling the issue head on that we can effect positive change

WE HOPE OUR CHANGE WILL CHANGE OUR SUPPLIERS

across our industry.

Our scale and impact – more than 150 employees, numerous suppliers and
500 to 800 new products each year – gives us an opportunity to lead the

MICHIEL HERKEMIJ, CEO

conversation around ESG in our industry while creating a safe environment
for our employees, suppliers and customers.
One thing that won’t change on our ESG journey is our commitment to
beautiful design and excellent craftsmanship.

“We want to lead the conversation
around ESG for years to come.”
MICHIEL HERKEMIJ, CEO
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STEPS IN OUR ESG JOURNEY
2023
Aim to be Net Zero GHG emissions at HQ

2019

Our expectation is to achieve full insight into our carbon
footprint and align reduction plans to the Science Based
Targets initiative by end of year, including logistics data
analysis for international hubs

2021

Established Eichholtz ESGroadmap 2019-2023
Implemented code of conduct policy

Applied for SDE subsidy for solar roof

Implemented energy-saving methods, 
Energy Efficiency Directive audit on HQ,
awarded EU energy label A

Will organise formal supplier audits and include ESG
criteria in the selection process

Completed ESG Audit with MJ Hudson
and defined KPIs

2020
Increased implementation of LED lightbulbs
and reduced cooling of server room at HQ
Completed ESG Audit with MJ Hudson

Will make a social impact upstream before Q4

2022
Will gain information on sustainability regarding our
product portfolio and packaging materials by Q4
Move to a green energy provider
Have developed a strategy around Employee Retention
and Attraction and drafted a recruitment plan
Will implement an annual employee survey
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2021 BY THE NUMBERS

OUR ESG PERFORMANCE
AGAINST OUR SIX KEY THEMES
These six ESG themes are addressed by the senior management team and used to drive

830

7.5

(TCO2-EQ)

(TCO2-EQ/€ M REVENUE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT 1

CARBON FOOTPRINT 1

44%

50%

our ESG agenda. In the spirit of transparency, we communicate our progress throughout the
company, to encourage accountability and understanding of our ESG plans and progress.

• Energy and carbon
• Employee health and safety

GENDER DIVERSITY
AT EMPLOYEE LEVEL

GENDER DIVERSITY AT
SUPERVISORY BOARD LEVEL

2.2%
ABSENTEEISM 2

0

ACCIDENTS (LTIF) 5

6/7

21%

• Supply chain control and business ethics
• Fair labour practices
• Product and packaging sustainability
• Product quality and safety
1. This calculation is non-exhaustive, and include gas/electricity consumption solely from HQ in the Netherlands, carbon emissions due to business air travel, and fuel consumption from Eichholtz’s owned fleet
2. At HQ
3. Eichholtz has the following policies in place: ESG policy, code of conduct, anti-corruption/bribery, whistleblowing, purchasing policy, and data protection and privacy. It plans to implement an annual employee survey by the end of 2022.
4. Non-exhaustive
5. LTIF is defined as the number of non-fatal accidents per million hours worked with >3 days of absence from work
6. At HQ

KEY POLICIES
IN PLACE 3

EMPLOYEE
TURNOVER 6
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“…as we expand globally, so will our carbon footprint.
We are looking at initiatives to reduce this… “
MICHIEL HERKEMIJ, CEO
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ENERGY AND CARBON
The amount of energy consumption is significant; however, it is still a fraction of the
energy consumed upstream in production and logistics. Eichholtz’ energy consumption
consists of electricity and gas that is used in its office and warehouse

NET ZERO

ENERGY SAVINGS

EMISSIONS INSIGHTS EXPAND TO SCOPE 3

Net Zero emissions were a priority in 2021 with the goal of

Following our 2019 energy audit, we have converted our HQ

Our emission insights will prioritise Scope 3 emissions from

achieving Net Zero greenhouse gas emissions at our HQ by

to LED lighting, and obtained an SDE++ subsidy for PV solar

2022. Michiel Herkemij, CEO, says: “We recognise that as we

2023 – an ambitious target that is fast approaching. In future

panels on our HQ and warehouse roofs. Our fleet of lease

expand globally, so will our carbon footprint. We are looking at

we will address our more energy-intensive upstream activities,

vehicles is now 50% EV or hybrid, with six EV charge points at

initiatives to reduce this, such as shortening our supply chain

and we have already negotiated reductions in transport

HQ.

to decrease emissions created by international shipping.”

emissions with vendors and partners. The first step is collecting
logistics data for our international hubs and aligning our plans
to science-based targets.
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EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND SAFETY
Eichholtz has clear growth ambitions. Talent attraction and retention are essential to
facilitate this growth. Well-managed employee health & safety (and well-being) leads
to higher attraction and retention rates.

A HIGH PERFORMING PLACE TO WORK

BOOSTED OUR ESG TEAM

EMBEDDING ESG INTO CORPORATE CULTURE

We continue to increase our personnel and pave the way

Our ESG team has been reinforced with knowledgeable

Our new hires value sustainability and expect transparency

towards ‘creating a high-performing great place to work’ a

personnel who are willing to challenge our assumptions – all

and honesty. Ruben Alebregtse, CFO, has experienced this

priority for 2021. Going forward, employee satisfaction surveys,

essential parts of achieving our green transition. Recently we

first-hand. He says: “When working with younger team

improved labour conditions, and employee development,

appointment a dedicated ESG Officer who will report into the

members … the energy changes in the room when I bring up

including coaching and training programs are all part of our

CEO in order to give ESG the high priority it deserves.

ESG. It stimulates interactions and discussions, and I can see
how important this issue is to them. Witnessing this has really

2022 employee recruiting and retention plans.

motivated me to do something.”

“The energy changes in the room when I bring up ESG.
It stimulates interactions and discussions…“
RUBEN ALEBREGTSE, CFO
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SUPPLY CHAIN CONTROL
AND BUSINESS ETHICS
Eichholtz has numerous suppliers all over the world. Long supply chains pose social and
governance risks as companies experience difficulties in keeping track of operations upstream;
intermediaries make the process even more opaque.
SHORTENING SUPPLY CHAINS

LOCAL WAREHOUSING

IMPROVED SUPPLIER MONITORING

REPORTING OF SUPPLIER AUDITS

Shortening our supply chains and improving

Our new US local warehouse is now open,

Supplier monitoring was a 2021 priority.

We will report the percentage of suppliers we

global supplier governance is vital to

and we are investigating potential efficiency

COVID-19 was an obstacle to enhancing our

audit from 2022, followed, in 2023, by supplier

achieving our ESG goals. At present we have

improvements such as increased sourcing

supplier monitoring visits, but annual visits will

audits that include ESG criteria.

a pool of selected and appreciated suppliers

from Europe and establishing an additional

resume as travel constraints lift. Our supplier

around the globe.

warehouse.

code of conduct is now aligned with the
Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) and we hold a
monthly PEP meeting with Rivean Capital to
discuss results and progress on predefined
objectives.
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FAIR LABOUR PRACTICES
Eichholtz extensively sources from manufacturers all over the world, in order to match
the same transparency standards as in the EU. By applying the BSCI standard and
supported by the Amfori platform, we aim to guarantee fair labor practices.

IMPROVED LABOUR TRANSPARENCY IN OUR SUPPLIERS

LABOUR INCLUDED IN PURCHASING AGREEMENTS AND

FAIR LABOUR PRACTICES

The risk of poor labour practices – lower than EU standards

SUPPLIER ASSESSMENTS

Social compliance audits by amfori BSI, and improved

– in our supply chain is an ESG risk that we are addressing

We are committed to improving supplier compliance as a

monitoring of our supplier audits, will be investigated in 2022.

through better visibility and improved processes.

priority project for 2022. As such, we have updated purchasing

In 2023 we will explore warehousing in China to improve local

contracts and our supplier/vendor assessment processes to

visibility of suppliers, implementing ISO 9001 certified suppliers,

include the monitoring and improvement of working conditions.

and research EU based suppliers, as ways of improving our
monitoring of labour practices.
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PRODUCT AND PACKAGING SUSTAINABILITY
Wood is a renewable source only when FSC certified. Waste, synthetic packaging, and
product disposal have a negative environmental impact (e.g. disposable packaging).
Energy-efficient products (e.g. LED) reduce energy use downstream.

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS

DEVELOPING SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

design our products – with innovation. Whilst we know that

Certified wood that has been covered by the FSC and EUTR

Sustainable packaging – such as paper honeycomb to replace

we are embarking on a challenging journey, we feel it has the

is now used in Eichholtz furniture. From 2022 we will measure

bubble wrap – is a priority project for 2022. Significant time

potential to deliver an enormous positive impact.”

the impact of products and share of recycled materials and

and capital are being devoted to developing packaging

packaging we use, and institute lifecycle assessments of

that reduces our environmental impact. This requires the

LED LIGHTING

our top three products. Additionally, we will research Global

assessment and possible revision of packaging for more than

Transforming our lighting products to LED demonstrated

Recycle Standard (GRS) for our materials, initiate alternative

4000 products. Michiel Herkemij, CEO, says: “Whilst packaging

that new materials, used with a different mindset, can create

packaging uses and explore sustainable alternatives to all

may appear like a simple component to change, it poses

innovative products with a fresh perspective. “Sustainability

materials and methods.

many obstacles. We approach the task … in the same way we

does not have to be a cost”, Ruben Alebregtse, says, “Rather,
ESG and value creation go hand-in-hand.”

“We approach the task of increasing packaging recyclability and sustainability
in the same way we design our products – with innovation.“
MICHIEL HERKEMIJ, CEO
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PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY
Eichholtz offers products that could potentially pose safety issues to the end-user,
making product safety material. Product quality is essential for Eichholtz as a license
to operate towards the future.

MEASURING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

HANDLING OF COMPLAINTS, QUALITY ISSUES, RECALLS

EVEN BETTER PRODUCT QUALITY

In 2022 we will be measuring customer satisfaction scores and

Minimising quality issues and recalls reduces waste and,

We believe that high-quality and sustainability are synchronous

have a compliance system in place to ensure product safety

according to Michiel Herkemij, “Like any company, some stock

– higher quality delivers a longer lifespan, and timeless design

for users. There have been no notable product safety issues

is returned. In our case, this is minimal. We have a keen eye

makes beautiful furniture and lighting desirable to keep, or

for the past 30 years.

for quality control, and we hardly ever destroy or waste things.

to re-sell. Long-lasting products have a lower environmental

Many of our components and products can be reused and

impact than disposable items.

recycled, and we also resell damaged goods.”

“Many of our components and products can be reused and recycled.“
MICHIEL HERKEMIJ, CEO
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GET IN CONTACT
For requests, or questions please get in contact with our team via:
Patrick van Booren

Ruben Alebregtse

pvanbooren@eichholtz.com

RAlebregtse@eichholtz.com

+31 (0)252 755 427

+31 (0)252 754 324

W W W . E I C H H O LT Z . C O M
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